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Solitaire MegaPack by Tesseract Mobile Brings 
the Solo Card Game into the Digital Age 

Solitaire MegaPack offers a host of different solitaire options like Pyramid, 
3 Towers, Canfield, Spider, Tripeaks and Clock.  It also features some 
other rare card games like Poker Square, Grandma’s Game and King’s 
Corner.  Along with scoring and time keeping, the game also includes 
clever statistics like Longest Win Streak and Fewest Winning Moves, so 
players can better their techniques.  A handy search function lets gam-
ers seek out new games based on entered criteria, and a favorites tab 
ensures users can select their preferences.  Ad-free play guarantees a 
player’s concentration is never disrupted.  In-game hints can assist players 
if they get stuck, and the intuitive tap-and-swipe mechanism presents fluid, 
satisfying gameplay.  Users can choose from a variety of lush customiz-
able backgrounds that make all the games a rich sensory activity.  

Mobile Device Users Can Pass the Time with a little Solitaire

Lightweight, portable tablets let players take the solitaire fun with them 
wherever they travel. Powerful Android* tablets equipped by high-speed 
Intel® Atom™ processors provide hours of functionality so that the wide 
array of one-player fun can continue.  Responsive and sensitive touch 
screens deliver an enhanced gaming experience that Android* users will 
appreciate.  

The challenge of solitaire in all its variations has taken on a modern spin 
with the emergence of the immensely popular Solitaire MegaPack appli-
cation.  The developers at Tesseract Mobile designed this great gaming 
interface expressly to introduce users to some of the more obscure card 
games of the past through this remarkable digital platform.  The Android* 
tablets’ sharp, high-resolution display brings these games back into the 
limelight so that mobile device users all over the world can now enjoy.

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
The traditional one-player card game has taken a quantum leap forward with the Solitaire MegaPack app.  Dozens 
of popular and obscure variations of classic card games are all available within this dazzling application.  Developed 
expressly for responsive Android* tablets, users can enjoy hours of solitaire with a broad palette of gameplay addi-
tions only available on a mobile platform.  

Features of Solitaire  
MegaPack for Intel Atom 
Tablets for Android*
  
  • The Best Collection of Solitaire 
     Card Games
  • Engaging Stats and Scoring
  • Ad-free gameplay
  • In-Game Hints
  • Intuitive Interface
  • Stunning Backgrounds



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Solitaire MegaPack Brings the Card Games of the Past to Android* Tablet Users  

Klondike - Free Cell - Russian - Pyramid - Spider - Alternations - Yukon - Scorpion - Golf - Picture Gallery - Forty 
Thieves - La Belle Lucie - Three Towers - Canfield - Osmosis - Montana - Addiction - Aces Up - Chinese - 21 Total 
Speed – Take 2 - Trefoil - Bristol - Monte Carlo - Crazy Quilt - Calculation - Baroness - Alhambra - Accordion - Sultan

Android* tablet users have access to a vast wealth of card gaming pleasure in a neat, digital package.  The solo- 
player fun on this powerful platform means hours of uninterrupted challenge from any location.  Tesseract Mobile 
brings these lesser-known and timelessly popular card games into the modern digital era, so that players around the 
globe can enjoy this enhanced gaming experience.

Solitaire MegaPack is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tesseractmobile.solitairemulti


